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This standard requires an affirmative ultimate finding thatj
There will be a need for the proposed energy facility, based upon,I ' evidence that; there will be a demand for the energy to be supplied

by the proposed energy facility,' and requires that this finding be
supported by forecasting evidence which " identifies" and " explains"
various factors regarding demand.

The substance of the exceptions noted in this section of this
brief regard two aspects of the standard and the proposed order:

(1) What is the meaning of the word " explains?" Does a forecast
merely have to mention a certain factor somewhere in its text or
offer any explanation, however cursory or obtuse, in order to meet
the criteria ret forth by the standard, or contrarily, must the
merits of the forecasting evidence be evaluated to determine whether
the predicted levels of demand result from evidence that does in
fact take the various factors into account?

(2) The standard is silent regarding ho. an ultimate finding
of demand is to be deduced from the results of forecasting evidence.
Forecasting evidence alone is not it sufficient basis from which
to deduce that there will be a demand for the ener~gy from the proposed
facility. The availability of energy from other facilities must also
be assessed. There are significant policy questions which must be
confronted in making this ultimate determination: What is the scope
of the definition of '" demand"? What assumptions about availability
of resources to applicants will be made? Can an affirmative finding
r3garding need for the facility be based upon evidence that there
"might" be a demand for the energy from the facility?

I. SUFFICIENCY OF THE NEED FOR POWER STANDARD

Sefore discussing the merits of the proposed order Forelaws on
Eoard (FOB) must state its position regarding the sufficiency of the
need for power standard. This is necessary in order to properly
understand our e ceptions to the proposed order,x

The standard does not provide parties with sufficient guidance
to know how a final determination is to be made by the council or
how to support or oppose..the site certificate application.
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"The demand of ORS 469.470 for standards that
' applicants for site certificates must meet,'' indicates
that these standards will be available to applicants
and to persons opposing applications in sufficiently
meaningful terms to guide them in deciding whether and
how to submit or oppose an application." Supreme
Court of Oregon, Farbet vs. PGE, (1977).

The standard requires that findings must be based upon forecast-
ing evidence but does not provide any information regarding how
an ultimate finding of demand is to be deduced from that evidence.
During the course of the proceedings this became a source of consider-
able confusion and some dispute. One issue regarding the admissibility
of evidence pertaining to this aspect of the standard was ultimatly
appealed to the council.(see responses to and appeal regarding IIotions
to Exclude Certain Evidence, dated 9/5/78 regarding over/under
building testimony.)

Despite explicit requests to the council for clarity regarding
ambiguities in the interpretation of the standard, no guidance was
offered by the council to aid parties in executing their arguements.

The standard and the order adopting the standard leave a perfect
vacuum regarding what methodology and assumptions are to be used
regarding determinations of the availability of projected resources
and the definition and scope of demand. This leaves substantial
policy issues unaddressed which must be decided by some form of rule-
making process

The standard does not specify whether "will be a demand" means
that:

there will undoubtedly be a demand for the energy, or
there might be a demand for the energy if adverse drought con-

ditions develope, or
there will probably be a demand under normal circumstances.

The standard does not define whether the scope of " demand"
includes anticipated customer response to adverse drought conditions
of whether it includes loads in California.

The standard does not specify what assumptions are to be made
regarding resources that will probably be available to applicants
that are not owned or contractually committed to applicants at the
present time.

These are all policy determinations which are supposed to be
decided by rulemaking procedures and are supposed to be reviewed
by the Energy Policy Review Committee and assessed for consistency
with the state's energy policies stated in ORS 469.010. These par-
ticular policy issues are not addressed in the council's standards

.

or stated policy, yet are the key * issues upon which an ultimate
finding under the need for power standard hinges. The Supreme Court
of Oregon stresses these principles in discussing " Power needs."
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II. PROPOSED ORDER

A. Specific Findings vs. Preponderance

The order adopting the council's rule, OAR 345-75-020 states:

"The evidenciary test is not a preponderance test.
The council is not required to weigh the evidence on
each particular standard and determine which party has
prevailed. The council is required to review the whole
record and base each of its findings as to whether a
standard has been met on reliable probative and substantial
evidence."

The Supreme Court of Oregon addresses this issue further, stating
that ultimate findings must be based upon underlying findings of fact:

"The council found as an ultimate fact that PGE's
customers will need the power from the project by 1984-86.
When the council determines that a factual predicate
is important to its conclusion on one of the issues en-
trusted to it, as the council apparently did with respect
to power needs, the issue must be identifiable and the
finding.-of ultimate fact supported by underlying facts."
Supreme Court of Oregon, Marbet vs. PGE.

The underlying facts upon which the council bases its ultimate
findings must be expressed explicitly in the council's order.

It is not sufficient to merely state that this policy is accept-
ed and then fail to proceed without following its directives con-
sistently throughout the order. The proposed order fails this -

requirement in its findings pertaining to the need for power standard
in both form and in substance.

The council's order must state the specific findings of fact
upon which the council relies in its determination of any ultimate
finding, and it must state these findings as " proper findings of
fact by the council itself." If a reviewing court cannot find this
information in the council's order, it has no basis on which to
find that the council has met its burden to base its decision upon
proper evidence and must reverse the order.

B. " Explains"

The proposed order examines the various forecasts submitted
in the proceeding only to determine whether or not they meet the
criteria listed in sub-parts (A) and (3) of the standard. The
reasonableness of the assumptions is never considered. It is never
even determined whether the numbers .that " pop out" of the demand
forecasts in fact reflect the assumptions that are found to be
" explained" by the forecasts. The word " explains" is given the most
minimal definition conceivable.
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This interpretation is not the only one possible and is not
the one understood by most parties during the proceeding or even
by the council when the rule was adopted.

The present standard was adopted by the council at their regular
centhly neeting on July 18, 1978, following rulemaking hearings.
After hearing the recommendations of the hearings officer the council
adopted the present standard, worded as was suggested by the Oregon
Department of Energy (DOE). Immediatly before the council voted,Mr.
Sandvik, representing the DOE, in response to a question from the
ccuncil answered that the DOE's version of the rule was essentially
tha same as the ru.1.e offered by FOB. This was affirmed by Mr. Freedman
of FOB. The council adopted the presently existing rule with the
understanding that it had the same meaning as FOB's proposed rule
which read:

" Evidence shall account for the effects upon demand that can
be demonstrated by"(varicus factors.)

This is significantly more demanding than the interpretation
of " explains" that is made in the proposed order. This wording
would require that the merits of forecasting evidence be considered
in the council's decision.

FOB does not believe that it was ever the intent of the council
that 'he merits of the forecasting evidence not be addressed by
the standard. This seems also to be the understanding of other
parties as well. Throughout the proceedings evidence was filed,
rebutted and examined on the basis that the merits of the forecasting
evidence were of primary importance, not just a listing of the
contents of the forecasts. The reasonableness of the forecasting
assumptions was the focus of considerations.

Regardless of the interpretation given to the word " explains"
in subpart (B) of the standard, it is necessary for the council to
go much further than does the proposed order in its examination of
forecasting evidence. The standard requires an ultimate finding of
fact that "there will be a demand" for energy. This factual predicate

drequire 9 he council to make its own ultimate finding of fact based
upon its own spec $fic underlying findings of fact based upon reliable
probative and substantial evidence in the record.

The proposed order : ails far short of meeting this burden and
relies instead upon what can only be interpreted as preponderance
of evidence:

"The preferred matchings of loads and resources
produce similar demand dates for the proposed plants.
Those dates are reasonable and are accepted. It therefore,
is unn.cessary to make individual decisions about various
factors influencing future demand, e.g., rates of growth
of population and energy prices. It also is unnecessary
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to decide how the costs of overbuilding and
underbuilding the system should influence the
demand dates." Proposed Order, Vol. 1, pp .33 -34

In other words, the proposed order states that the bulk of
evidence is in mutual agreement, so there is no reason to examine
the bases of that evidence and make specific findings underlying
the conclusion ultimatly drawn.

Preponderance is still preponderance even if the bulk of evidence
comprises 100% of the evidence on record. Even if all parties did
agree quite literally with one another on the issue, it is still
necessary for the council to determine that evidence exists that
is probative reliable and substantial and to state this in the form
of its own findings of fact.

The proposed order states very little by means of explicit
affirmative findings. The only findings properly stated as the
council's own findings of fact regarding the forecasting evidence
are of the following form:

"The forecast of party X identifies the contribution
of major customer classes and explains how assumptions
about the factors listed in General Standard 345-75-
025 (1)(a)(B) affect total demand." and,

" Party X forecasts that demand will grow at y% per annum
between now and then."

But what findings does the council ever adopt as its own? What
level of demand does the council find will exist in future years
and upon what basis in factual evidence does it make this finding?
What will be the effect of energy prices upon demand?

How can the council adopt a number of forecasts which determine
that electricity price increases will have a negative impact upon
load growth and also adopt a forecast which by a ludicrous act of
doubletalk claims that it won't. How can the council find that it
has considered any of the factors influencing demand if its only
examination of forecasting evidence determines only that certain
factors are "~ explained" textually but not necessarily reflected
in the numbers quoted? How can the council make its own ultimate
finding if it never adopts as its own any of the numbers quoted?

C. Loads and WHAT?

After the forecasting evidence is reviewed in the proposed
order, various methodologies and assumptias regarding the assessment
of anticipated available resources are examined. The methodologies
are not specified by the standard or the order adopting the standard
but rather are suggested by evidence submitted by parties during the
proceedings. Seven analyses are offered by five parties using six
differant loads and resources methodologies.
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The proposed order arrives at an ultimate need date for the
proposed facilities by selecting a " preferred mat ( hings of loads and
resources" from the selection offered. The matchings of applicant,
the PUC, NEPP, an; v.McHugh are found to yield similar results in
contrast to the m. 'jses of the ECC ar.d DOE. The proposed order adopts
the former analyses in preference to the latter. Regarding this
determination the order is insufficient or is in error in at least
three fundamental respects:

(1) The policies adopted by the council in determining a need
date for the proposed facility are not stated explicitly. The specific
findings of fact underlying the council's ultimate finding are not
properly noted. The evidence underlying the analyses proposed by
applicants is not examined or adoptec as the council's own arguements.
The decision instead is stated as a matter of preponderance, weighing
bodies of evidence to assess which has prevailed.

(2) Evidence is misunderstood and misrepresented by the proposed
order in the evaluation of the loads and resources matchings.

(3) The policy implicitly adopted by the proposed order is not
reasonable in certain respects and is not consistent with the state's
energy policies outlined in ORS 469.010.

These issues are outlined below:

1. The policies and underlying findings assumed in arriving at an
underlying finding of demand for energy have not been explicitly
adopted in the proposed order.

The proposed order never adopts any findings specifying the
future level of demand for energy. The forecasting evidence is never
examined to the extent that such a finding could be adopted from the
information in the order. The order contains findings that certain
forecasts do address certain criteria and predict certain levels of
demand growth, but there is no examination of the reasonableness of
the assumptions addressing the standard's criteria, no statement of
findings by the council responsive to these criteria and no forecast
or level of demand ultimatly adopted by the council.

The council must go beyond mere recitals of procedure regarding
the forecasts and state substantative findings supported by proper
evidence in the record if it is to use the conclusions of forecasting
evidence to support its ultimate finding. The council must address the
huestions: Uhat will the levels of future demand be?, and, What is
the basis for such a determination?

The proposed order does not str.te its policies regarding the
availability of resources to the app'.icants. *lhat is the basis for
assuming critical water conditions .nd what a ssumptions regarding
resource availability are appropriate under tc.ese circumstances?
What resources are ultimately considered to be a.u11able to the
applicants and what are the bases for these determinations?

Judgements regarding these policy issues are necessary in the
council's ultimate finding. They have not been made explicitly and
noted in the order with the bases for their determination.
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(2) Evidence is misunderstood and misrepresented in the evaluations
of the loads and resources matchings.

Energy Conservation Coalition Loads and Resources Matchin?

The loads and resources analysis offered by the Energy
Conservation Coalition (ECC) is rejected in the proposed order because
the forecast upon which relied was later updated and because delays
in certain planned resources were not noted. The first criteria mis-
represents the intent of the proposed analysis. The second criteria
is pertinent to all of the other loads and resources analyses offer 3d.

Exhibit I - 35 which presents the ECC analysis states that it
uses the original published version of the NEPP forecast and particularly
states that even if the forecast is subsequently modified it is
intended that the original version still be used. (I-35,p.ll) This
forecast was offered and received into evidence along with all of the
forecasts used in the loads and resources analyses. It is curious
why this analysis should be singled out for this sort of criticism.
This is the only place in the entire order where any distinction at
all is made regarding the quality of forecasting evidence. Other
forecasts have been given extensive criticism in evidence submitted
by various parties that speaks to the accuracy of predicted loads,
but no examination of any forecasting assumptions is considered by
the order in evaluating loads and resources analyses. The DOE for
example sggests numerous alterations in the applicants' forecasts
based upon evidenciary findings and analyzes how these changes do
impact the applicants' loads and resources matching, but no such
alterations are considered in the proposed order.

Slipping of the timing of construction of projected facilities
is a contingency pertinent to all of the loads and resources schedules.
Beyond what limited possibilities are actually considered by each anal-:
ysis, it can only be inferred from the evidence or with a small amount
of effort be calculated from the evidence what the ultimate impacts
might be. Will the council reject the entire loads and resources analy-
sis proposed by applicants because some of the forecasts are not ad-
justed for conservation or price effects? Some provisions for making
adjustments must be made by the council.

The proposed order has not really stated any grounds for the
rejection of ECC 's analysis that cannot be applied to the other
analyses on record.

DOE Loads and Resources Matchine

The proposed order rejects the loads and resources analysis
offered by the DOE in preference to the applicants' and other matchings,
based upon findings of certain shortccaings. FOB takes exception to
the substance of these findings.
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The proposed order finds that a provision in the DOE analysis
that allows emergency purchases of power across the interties from
other regions of up to 4000 MW to meet short term peak loads, makes
the analysis unreasonable.

"It is reasonable to assume some electricity could be
purchased in many emergencies. But to build a system that relies
on obtaining a substantial amount of electricity from outside the
region is risky." --Proposed order p. 30

The DOE analysis, however, does not rely on 4000 MW of emer-
gency purchases even though this provision is written into the pro-
gram specifications of its analysis. The maximum amount of energy
used in any one year of the DOE's analyses by such emergency pur-
chases was .1585E+09KWH, which works out to 18.1 average megawatts.
(Exh. S-46 Sch. 15H (Revised 11-4-78), Plant No. 41 on p. 1.).
This is the amount of energy called upon in the very worst drought
conditions on historical record with hydro reservoirs drafted to
their minimum. This is a miniscule reliance upon inter-regional
interties which are designed to serve exactly this sort of reliability
service.

Peaking reliability is not the reason for which these facilities
are being proposed. The proposed order seems to misinterpret the
evidence in the record in this regard. The finding on p. 26 that:

" Excluding the oil-fired generation, applicant is
deficient in peak capacity most years between 1985-86 and
1995-96. The largest peak deficiency is 966 megawatts in 1985-
86, and the largest peak deficiency af ter the Pebble Springs
Project starts producing electricity is 568 megawatts in
1992-93."

is in error. This finding is from a reading of SCA Tables 5-Sa
which does not include all of the resources upon which applicants
rely for peaking purposes. (See SCA, p. 5-17; SCA, p. D.1-1; and
SCA, p. D. 2-1). The appropriate reference is supplied by applicants
in SCA Table D. 2-1 where it is demonstrated that there is consist-
ently a peaking capacity surplus that exceedt 2000 MU for every month
of the forecast period.

The applicants will not be peaking deficient regardless of
whcn Pebble Springs is or is not built. The provision in the DOE
analysis for e.nergency peaking purchases is not a deciding factor
in the need dates predicted by the DOE's loads and resources
matchings.

Another provision in the DCE analysis found by the proposed
ordar to be not reasonable was the adjustment of loads to represent -

voluntary curtailment during critical water conditions. A strictly
inclusive definition of demand is cited here and, similarly , regard-
ing interruptible loads. The order argues that since the reduction
in loads is responsive to a shortage of electricity, it is really
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a demand for electricity.

The problem here is that all conservation measures are in
fact a response to a shortage of energy. Consumer response to
energy price increases also is a response to a shortage of elec-
tricity. This argument can be chased all the way back throughout the
forecasting evidence to sort out what the "real" demand of energy
would be if there were no constraints on its usage.

Conservation measures vill in fact reduce demand even though
it may be in response to energy shortage. It is,the duty of the
council to encourage this process since it is a fundamental princi-
ple of the state's energy policy to which the council is bound. Con-
servation is to be encouraged. Conservation responses should not
be excluded from energy forecasts simply because they can be inter-
preted as unrealized demand. The inclusion of voluntary curtail-
ment is made in the DOE's analysis to represent the amount of con-
servation tnat would occur in the region due to critical water con-
ditions that is not already accounted in the forecasts that it uses.
This is reasonable.

The council must realize that at some point it must limit the
scope of the definition of " demand" within reasonable guidelines.
Does demand include California loads? BPA interruptible customers
during periods when they are by contract interrupted? Loads which
might occur if electricity supply were unlimited?

NEPP Loacs & Resources Matching

The NEPP loads and resources analysis has its plant on-line
date sequence out of order. When WMP-5 is properly located in sequence
the on-line date predicted by the HEPP moderate scenario for Pebble
Springs I is 1991-1995. This was affirmed by the HEPP witnesses dur-
ing cross-examination. (TR 6977-79).

This is an important distinction to oe made in the context of
the treatnent of this evidence in the proposed order. The NEPP
analysis supports the DOE's predicted on-line dates as much as it
supports the applicant's. Examine the first three paragraphs of
section E. Analysis of Demand Dates beginning on page 29 of the
proposed order.

Comparison of Loads & Resources Hatchings

Examine the table on the following page. The table shcus for
purposes of comparison some of the assumptions made in the various
loads and resources matchings examined in the order.

There is a very strong correlation between forecasted load.
growth rate and predicted on-line date. This observation does not
support the argument made by the proposed order that forecasting
evidence does not have to be evaluated in arriving at an ultimate .

1735 009
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need date for the proposed facility. This table demonstrates exactly
the opposite implication, that the rate of load growth is a fundamen-
tal factor in determining future power needs.

One of the most important factors in determining a need date
for the proposed facilities is whether or not applicants will have
access to the surplus thermal generation projected for the region.
Future load growth in the Pacific Northwest is already being accommo-
dated by extensive construction programs inc.tuding five large nuclear
facilities now under construction in WashingtJn. '.lill the output of
these plants be considered by the council in their decision?

The loads and resources matchings that include these resources
by considering the regional availability of energy yield later need
dates for the Pebble plants than do the forecasts for applicant-
specific loads and resources which assune that applicants should serve
their own loads entirely with their own resources.

The proposed order states a preference for the applicant-specific
analyses because applicants rely to a greater extent upon their own
resources. This may be a reasonable goal or criteria under normal
circumstances, but the scenario in which the analyses are assumed to
take place is essentially an emergency worst-case drought condition.
The availability of resources and assumptions regarding the level of
demand must appropriately reflect the particular scenario being con-
sidered.

(3) The colicy imolicitly adocted by the cronosed order is not reasonable
and is not consistent with the state's energy colicy.

The proposed order makes an ultimate finding that there will be
a demand for the energy from the proposed facilities based upon the
implicit and explicit assumptions that critical water conditions will
exist, applicants will not have access to the surplus thermal genera-
tion forecasted to exist in the region, and that demand level will not
be responsive to critical water situations.

The standard is silent regarding these issues. Although the pro-
posed order attempts tJ shed light on these issues by reading a very
literal and inclusive definition of the word " demand" from the standard,
the precise interpretation of the term is not given by the standard or
the order adopting the standard. If the unspoken implications of the
standard are to be ascertained by a very close scrutiny of the exact
literal meaning of the standard's wording, then what.will become of
the meaning of the words "will be." There "will be" a demand, when
examined with the same dagree of scrutiny and literal interpretation
would mean that a showing of need could leave no grounds for uncertainty.
"Will be" is definite and affirmative.

Note the difference between the following two statements:

(a) There will be a need for the facility because there
might be a demand for its energy output.

(b) There will be a need for the facility because there
will be a demand for its energy output.
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These statements represent very different policies. Somehow
the council must reconcile the evidence with the standard and state
its policy explicitly when doing so.

The proposed order is basing a conclusion that there "will be"
a demand based upon the low probability assumption of the occurrence
of critical water conditions. It is reasonable also to make assump-
tions about the availability of energy resources and the meaning of
" demand" that are in fact consistent with this interpretation.

In "eality, critical water conditions are very unlikely to
occur, regional hydro system operates according to the critical
rule curve only one year out of ten. . The high probability that re-
gional thermal generation vill be available to applicants is part of
the policy anticipated to exist throughout the forecast period. Gon-
sumers are very likely to and should be encouraged to continue to
show extra prudence regarding energy usage in exceptional circumstances.

To assume the worst case conditions regarding all of these factors
simultaneously and concJ ace that there "will be a demand" is an ab-
surdity. In numerical terms the probability of the scenario is miniscule.
For example: .

Assuming the following probabilities of occurance:

operation of system according
.1to critical rule curve - - - -

availability of regional
surplus to applicants - - - - .9

voluntary customer
8response - - - -

the probability of the scenario considered in the pro-
posed order is:

.1 ic(1 - 9) x (1 - .8) = .oo2, or one chance in 500.

Is it the policy of the coucil that enough generation should
be built so that each individual utility has enough generation facilities
facilities to supply its own energy needs in the worst conditions
ever experienced without any assistance from available regional re-
sources or any conservation response from customers? Should this assess-
ment be made based upon forecasts that show only questionable or
partial accounting for price and policy driven conservation measures?
Are these policies consistent with the state's energy policies stated
in ORS 469.010?
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ECONOMIC PRUDENCE

OAR 345-75-025(1)b
OAR 345-76-025
OAR 345-76-026
OAR 345-76-027

A. SCOPE

The scope of this section of the order is insufficient. To
be consistent with the order adopting OAR 345-76-027 findings should
be draf ted determining the reasonable availability of the various
alternatives pursuant to the definition given in 345-76-027)l). The

council has stated that such determinations will be made.
These determinations may be necessary for judicial review of

the council's final order.

FINANCIAL ABILITY

OAR 345-76-045

A. Ability to finance decommissioning

There is not sufficient evidence in the record to find affirma-
tively that the applicant has demonstrated that it has the ability to
finance the decommissioning of the proposed facilities. There is not
sufficient information upon which to base a condition upon the site
certificate as is suggested by the order.

Forelaws On Board has attempted consistently throughout these
proceedings to ascertain the basis for the projected costs of decom-
missioning and the methods proposed to finance those costs. Applicants
presented testimony that gave projected cecommissioning costs in 1977
dollars based upon 1977 conditions. These witnesses were unwilling to
state how these funds should be applied to future circumstances. Cues-
tions regarding such financial projections were not permitted upon ob-
jections from applicant that they were purely speculative.

The financial ability witnesses of the applicant also could not
answer questions regarding the bases for their estimate that decommis-
sioning could be financed by the -5% salvage depreciation method pro-
posed. Mone of the witnesses was familiar with how this rate was cal-
culated or could answer any questions regarding the assumptions implicit
in it. These witnesses erroneously assumed that the study providing
decommissioning costs had present worthed future decommissioning costs
back to 1977 dollars. This was not the case.

At no point are the questions that are raised on the record
regarding escalation of costs of decommissioning to their actual
dates of expenditure answered. At no point is the 55 depreciation
method substanciated. At no point is the applicability of the Hope
decision upon which the applicants rely evaluated in light of the
conflicting legislation that prohibits funds from entering the utilities'
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ratebase for facilities that are not concurrently operated to pro-
duce electricity.

The only place where applicant has made any attempt to show
how it intends to finance decommissioning using concrete numbers
or assumptions is in its final reply brief in response to F03's
proposed findings of fact. This does not comprise proper evidence
upon which the council can base findings of fact. After months of

unsuccessful attempt to obtain some substantial testimony for the
record it is most aggravating to see these issues addressed after
the fact in a reply brief where the information and assumptions
made are not accessible for scrutiny or examination.

Forelaws On Board here adopts all of the arguements made
in its findings of fact filed 2/4/79 as exceptions to this finding
of the proposed order.

There is not proba'c've reliable and substantial evidence in
the record to support a finding that applicant has demonstrated
its ability to finance decommissioning. The questions posed on the
record remain unaddressed.
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Safety

OAR 345-75-025 (2)

Judge Bergen correctly suggests that in Volume II of his
Proposed Order, " decommissioning of the proposed facility will be
addressed, including the environmental impacts of decommissioning."
This of course is in response to the accident at Three Mile Island
where the hazards, environmental impacts, and feasibility of decom-
missioning af ter an accident have become serious questions yet to
be resolved.

Judge Bergen in his finding attempts to bypass these questions
by automatically assuming they will be coercome and thus he offers an
analysis of the impacts on land use after the facility ceases pro-
ducing electricity.

There is nothing presently in the record shouing whether or
not it is possible or even likely that a reactor can be decommission-
ed after sustaining a severe accident on a level equal to or greater
than Three Mile Island. Without any evidence to demonstrate the
environmental implications of decommissioning after an accident,
the proposed finding is premature.

Until the questions regarding decommissioning are resolved no
ultimate conclusions can be reached on OAR 345-75-025(3) relating
to "retiremant of the Facility."

Miscellaneous Environmental Imoacts

OAR 345-75-025 (3)
Judge Bergen uses a curious method to analyze the applicants'

demonstration of meeting this standard as it relates to gaseous and
iodine particulate effluents. He states:

"In the narrative portion of the SCA, applicant
does not state the quantaties of gaseous and iodine / par-
ticulate effluents the proposed facility is expected
to discharge, only saying the dose level limits will
not he exceeded. Applicant relies on SCA Table 15-7 to
show comp]iance with the quantitative limits in the
standard. Unfortunately, the table is not self-explanatory
and no one explained it during cross-examination."

Yet he proceeds to adopt quantitative numbers for ' gaseous and
iodine discharges from both the applicants' and the DOE's briefs,
which are not proper evidence and are not in agreement. This does
not meet the policy quoted in the proposed order regarding inter-
pretation of standards:

"A standard is not met unless there is reliable,
probative, and substantial evidence in the record on
which specific findings of fact can be made."
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